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ABSTRACT 

User behavior analytics is one of the trending topics nowadays in the field of cybersecurity. 

Traditionally people were not much concerned about attacks originating from 

intentional/unintentional actions of employees within the organization. The daily news about 

data breaches of different organizations from their own employees, the employers are 

becoming more concerned about the necessity to monitor user’s behavior within the network. 

This thesis work proposes an approach for user behavior analytics. In this thesis work, a 

mechanism to process and analyze raw events related to user actions have been described. 

The CERT insider threat dataset has been used for the research work. For each user in the 

dataset, the feature vectors for machine learning are prepared by extracting key information 

from corresponding raw events and aggregating the frequency of actions within the session 

window. The unsupervised learning called LSTM Autoencoder has been implemented for 

behavior learning and anomaly detection. The whole dataset i.e. feature vectors are divided 

chronologically with time ordering into training, validation and testing sets. The model is 

taught to learn normal behavior. During the testing phase, when the unseen behavior or 

anomaly pattern is fed, the model produces high reconstruction error which is an indication 

of an anomaly. From the experiment, it was found that test accuracy of 89.74%, True 

Positives of 90.53% and False Positives of 10.26%.  

Keywords: User Behavior Analytics, Anomaly Detection, LSTM RNN Autoencoder. 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Nowadays cybersecurity is becoming a subject of public concern. With a rapidly growing 

network and technologies, our life is being easier in every aspect. However, it also poses a 

challenge to protect the information from a potential insider or outsider threats. We are 

becoming heavily dependent on Information and Communication Technology (ICT) across 

all aspects of our cyber-physical society.  As a result, the need for cybersecurity is becoming 

increasingly important. Since information is the main asset, cybersecurity is essential for all 

of us; individuals or organizations.  

Basically, there are two types of security threats for an organization; outsiders and insiders.  

The main intent of this research work is to detect insider threats by analyzing the activity 

data of users within the organization. The LSTM RNN model is built on the normal (non-

anomalous) data of the users i.e. normal profiles are created. When user behaves differently 

model produces high error to recognize the data, which can be the indication of an anomaly.  

The 2018 Insider Threat Report reveals that insider threats are increasing day by day due to 

malicious/deliberate or accidental/unintentional actions of users within the organization [1]. 

Due to this organizations have to bear information leakage and financial loss. Insider threats 

are being complex since attackers might behave like normal peoples and is a growing 

challenge for employers. An insider attack is generally defined as any actions taken by an 

employee that are potentially harmful to the organization; e.g. unsanctioned data transfer or 

sabotage of resources or unauthorized access of resources. Insider threat may manifest in 

various and novel forms motivated by differing goals, ranging from a disgruntled employee 

subverting the prestige of an employer to advanced persistent threats (APT), orchestrated 

multi-year campaigns to access and retrieve intelligence data [2].  

These increasing volume of insider threats are pressing the cybersecurity professionals to 

take more action and deploy User Behavior Analytics (UBA) tools and solutions to help 

detect, classify and alert anomalous behavior. According to the Gartner, User behavior 

analytics is “a cybersecurity process about the detection of insider threats, targeted attacks, 
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and financial fraud. UBA solutions look at patterns of human behavior and then apply 

algorithms and statistical analysis to detect meaningful anomalies from those patterns 

anomalies that indicate potential threats. Instead of tracking devices or security events, UBA 

tracks a system's users” [3]. To detect anomalous behavior of a user within a network, we 

need to collect his/her activity data over a period of time and analyze the pattern.  

1.2 Problem Statement 

Though the active attacks e.g. a sudden brute force attack, can be detected by modern 

firewalls, antivirus software, intrusion detection systems etc., what user does within the 

network passively are mostly out of their monitoring scope. Mostly the attackers perform 

certain malicious actions sitting under the rule. For example, within an organization a user 

gets the authentication credentials of privileged accounts and steals valuable information. To 

detect activities like this, we need to monitor behavior of users over a period of time. Many 

data and security breaches has been done by the users within the organizations. These things 

signify necessity to monitor User Behavior within a network.  

Several research works done in this domain have implemented different algorithms with 

statistical method for prediction. However, each user has some pattern of performing 

activities. The proposed research work looks into sequence of events or behavioral patterns 

for detecting abnormal behavior. Since model needs to remember past states as well, LSTM 

RNN has been proposed. While implementing ML algorithms, we need to prepare feature 

vector that is input to the algorithm. Taking fixed time window for feature vector preparation 

has potential to miss anomalous pattern. In short time window, anomalous pattern might be 

split. Long time window, becomes too much generic. One solution could be instead of taking 

fixed time window, we can take user’s session. 

1.3 Objectives 

• Extraction of features from raw events of user activity and preparing feature vectors 

for ML.  

• Apply Unsupervised Deep Learning (LSTM RNN Autoencoder) algorithm for 

modeling behavioral pattern of user’s activities and anomaly detection. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Need for Security 

In the era of the Internet, protecting your organization’s information has become just as 

important as guarding your property. Information is considered as lifeblood of a successful 

and profitable business, and employees of the organization work as veins and arteries to pass 

this information through. No matter how large or small your company is, you need to have a 

plan to ensure the security of your information assets. For an organization, information is 

valuable and should be appropriately protected. Security is to combine systems, operations, 

and internal controls to ensure integrity, confidentiality and availability of data and operation 

procedures in an organization. Information is main asset for all the organization nowadays 

and protecting information from outside and inside threats and attacks is absolutely necessary 

though it is challenging job. In recent years the major network and data breaches have 

become larger in scale and becoming more serious ranging from theft of corporate data to 

targeted campaigns against governments. The need to identify network security threats has 

even been greater [4]. 

2.2 User Behavior Analytics 

According to biologists, “behavior is the internally coordinated responses of whole living 

organisms to internal and/or external stimuli” – so basically behavior is everything that we 

are doing consciously. Similarly, digital behavior is everything that we are doing in the digital 

world. Typing characteristics, screen resolution of our computer, smartphone or tablet, 

favorite applications or websites and many others are our digital footprints that typifies us so 

strongly than our habits. As parents are able to recognize and differentiate their children 

based on the sound of their footsteps, User Behavior Analytics solutions are able to recognize 

and differentiate users based on their digital activities [5]. When user exhibits unusual 

behavior or activities from his/her regular behavior then the behavior is called as abnormal 

behavior. For instance, an employee(User) does large volume of file copy from an 

organization’s network to external sources like dropbox, google drive etc., however such 

drives are actually less frequently used for an organization. So, this behavior can an 

anomalous behavior. 
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The user’s behaviors are interlinked with security of an organization. The major data 

breaches have been happening due to the insider users. Also, the Advanced Persistent 

Threats(APT) are targeted to the user of an organization. We could take an example of 

Edward Snowden; who copied and leaked classified information from the National Security 

Agency (NSA) in 2013 without authorization [6]. 

There has been much research in Anomalous User Behavior Detection. Many SIEM vendors 

have already implemented the User and Entity Behavior Analytics solutions. There are more 

research works as well in this field. 

2.3 Related Works 

Aaron Tuor, Samuel Kaplan and et.al [2] Present an online unsupervised deep learning 

system to filter system log data for analyst review. Because insider threat behavior is widely 

varying, they do not attempt to explicitly model threat behavior. Instead, novel variants of 

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are trained to 

recognize activity that is characteristic of each user on a network and concurrently assess 

whether user behavior is normal or anomalous, all in real time. To aid analysts in interpreting 

system decisions, their model decomposes anomaly scores into a human readable summary 

of the major factors contributing to the detected anomaly (e.g. that the user copied an 

abnormally large number of files to removable media between 12am and 6am). 

Derek Lin, Baoming Tang and Qiaona/Joanna Hu [4] have implemented principal component 

analysis (PCA) algorithm for Behavior Learning and Analysis on the Enterprise Event Logs. 

They have collected data from different security products and services like: Active Directory 

Services, VPN, Web Proxy Products, Identity management products, Cloud Services etc. The 

logs messages from different sources are first parsed and normalized to meta events to reduce 

data complexity. User’s daily traffic is represented by an array of frequency counts of meta 

events. 

Xiangyu Xi, Tong Zhang and et.al [7], the authors present an overview of User Behavior 

Analytics Platform built to collect logs, extract features and detect anomalous users which 

may contain potential insider threats. They have used multi-algorithms ensemble approach; 
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combining OCSVM, RNN and Isolation Forest for the experiment. The experiment shows 

that the system they built with an ensemble of unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms 

can effectively detect abnormal user behavior patterns. 

Fanzhi Meng, Fang Lou, Zhihong Tian and et.al [8] proposed a novel attribute classification 

insider threat detection method based on long short-term memory recurrent neural networks 

(LSTM-RNNs). To achieve high detection rate, they have integrated several components. 

They have used CERT insider threat dataset v6.2 and threat detection recall as their 

performance metric. Their experimental results that RNN method has good performance as 

compared to other threat detection methods like; k-Nearest Neighbor, Isolation Forest, 

Support Vector Machine etc. 

Madhu Shashanka, Min-Yi Shen and Jisheng Wang [9] present the implementation of UEBA 

solution for Niara Security Analytics Platform. They have used SVD-based algorithms to 

detect anomalies of interest from real-world dataset of network traffic collected within the 

Niara internal network over a span of a 3 months. The entire dataset collected comprises 1.3 

Billion raw data records where each record corresponds to a network layer-4 conversation. 

They have used data sources such as network packets and logs to identify anomalous 

behavior of users, IP addresses and devices within an enterprise network. 

Insider threats are a considerable problem within cyber security and it is often difficult to 

detect these threats using signature detection. Owen Lo, William J. Buchanan and et. al [10] 

applied Distance Measurement Methods for Insider Threat Detection. Their work builds on 

a published method of detecting insider threats and applies Hidden Markov method on a 

CERT data set (CERT r4.2) and they analyze a number of distance vector methods 

(Damerau–Levenshtein Distance, Cosine Distance, and Jaccard Distance) in order to detect 

changes of behavior, which are shown to have success in determining different insider 

threats. 

Tabish Rashid, Ioannis Agrafiotis and Jason R. C. Nurse [11],  the authors investigated the 

task of detecting insider threats through a novel method of modelling a user’s normal 

behaviour in order to detect anomalies in that behavior which may be indicative of an attack. 

Specifically, they use Hidden Markov Models to learn what constitutes normal behavior, and 
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then use them to detect significant deviations from that behavior. Their result shows that this 

approach is indeed successful at detecting insider threats, and in particular is able to 

accurately learn a user’s behavior. 

2.4 Datasets 

2.4.1 Synthesized dataset 

For the research work, synthesized dataset has been in common use. One of the simulated 

dataset is CERT Insider Threat dataset [12]; developed in partnership with ExactData, LLC, 

and under sponsorship from DARPA I2O. It is a collection of synthetic insider threat test 

datasets that provide both background and malicious actor synthetic data.  

2.4.2 Real Data 

The SIEM vendors use real data collected from various sources within the network [4]. Also, 

there are many research works done in real data. Some of the data sources and their use in 

User Behavior Analytics are listed below: 

• Packets 

Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) can be used to extract L4-L7 metadata attributes that 

provide a granular view of the user’s activity. 

• Netflow 

Many environments are already instrumented to provide this data (e.g. Netflow from 

Cisco switches, VPC Flow from AWS) that can be used to detect lateral spread and 

exfiltration attempts. 

• DNS 

DNS are a rich source of information to track C&C and exfiltration activities. 

• SaaS Logs 
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Can be accessed through enterprise accounts at cloud providers like Box and Office365 

to track user access to these enterprise assets. 

• Firewall, Web Proxy Logs, etc. 

They are an alternate source of activity information either at the ingress/egress of an 

organization’s perimeter, or in front of a datacenter where they can be used to track access 

to high value assets. 

• Windows EventLogs 

Many analytics can be done from window’s eventlogs such as authentication attempts, 

lateral movement, malicious software installation etc. 

2.5 Review of Algorithms commonly used in UBA 

Machine learning is a core capability in the product category that Gartner calls User and 

Entity Behavioral Analytics (UEBA). Enterprise security teams are now turning to UEBA 

tools for a new dimension of attack detection and threat hunting. Unlike rule-based systems, 

UEBA features machine learning and other analytics techniques to automatically find the 

threats that evade existing security tools [13]. Different Machine learning algorithms have 

been used for User Behavior Analytics. Some of the ML algorithms commonly used in user 

behavior analytics are described below: 

2.5.1 Neural Networks 

Neural Networks are commonly used in UBA researches.  

1. Replicator Neural Network 

For unsupervised learning, Replicator Neural Network is popular. The paper [8] uses 

Replicator Neural Network for anomalous user behavior detection. It is an artificial feed-

forward multi-layer neural network with an output layer having the same number of nodes 

as the input layer. The purpose of Replicator Neural Network is to produce the output data 

which as is similar as the input data. Replicator Neural Network is effective in anomaly 
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detection as an unsupervised machine learning algorithm because anomalies are few and 

there exist some common patterns in normal data. By the trained RNN, the common patterns 

representing bulk of the data can be well reproduced, while anomalies will have a much 

higher reconstruction error [7].  

The reconstruction error for a d-dimensional instance x = (x1, x2, ..., xd) is computed 

as follow:  

 e= (xi
	
− yi)2

	
)
*+,  (2.1) 

in which d is the dimension of input vector x and y = (y1, y2, ..., yd) is the 

reconstructed output.  

 

Figure 1. Replicator Neural Network 

2.5.2 One Class SVM  

OCSVM, proposed by Scholkopf [14], has been applied to anomaly detection. Figure 2. 

shows the OCSVM algorithm maps input data into a high dimensional feature space via a 

kernel and iteratively finds the maximal margin hyperplane which best separates the training 

data from the origin.  

 

Figure 2. Diagram of OCSVM hyperplane 
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2.5.3 Principle Component Analysis (PCA) 

Principal component analysis is a tool for finding patterns in high-dimensional data. For a 

set of m users and n dimensions, data can be arranged as m×n matrix X, whose rows 

correspond to users and whose columns correspond to user behavior features discussed 

above. PCA then extracts common patterns from the rows of X in an optimal manner. These 

common patterns are called principal components, and their optimality property is as follows: 

over the set of all unit vectors having n elements, the first principal component is the one that 

captures the maximum variation contained in the rows of X. More formally, the first principal 

component v1 is given by [15]:  

 v1 = arg max
||0||+,

||Xv|| (2.2) 

The expression Xv yields the inner product (here, equivalent to the correlation) of v with 

each row of X; so v1 maximizes the sum of the squared correlations. 

2.5.4 Deep Learning  

The popularity and capability of deep learning algorithms are not only limited in image 

processing, text processing, audio and video processing but also has been increasing for 

temporal data analysis and anomaly detection. Paper [2] uses RNN and DNN for 

unsupervised learning.  Deep Learning is a new area of Machine Learning research, which 

has been introduced with the objective of moving Machine Learning closer to one of its 

original goals: Artificial Intelligence [16]. Learning can be supervised, semi-supervised or 

unsupervised. Deep learning models are loosely related to information processing and 

communication patterns in a biological nervous system, such as neural coding that attempts 

to define a relationship between various stimuli and associated neuronal responses in the 

brain. 

1. Recurrent Neural Network  

RNN; a variant of artificial neural network, is a class of supervised machine learning 

method made of artificial neurons with one or more feedback loops. Actually, the 

feedback loops are recurrent cycles over time or sequence [17].  The benefit of 

Recurrent connections is that the RNN model can improve performance by leveraging 
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their ability to understand sequential dependencies. However, sometimes, the memory 

produced from the recurrent connections can severely be limited by the algorithms 

employed for training RNNs. As a result, the model might be victim to exploding or 

vanishing gradients during the training phase, resulting in the network failing to learn 

long term sequential dependencies in data [17].  

To mitigate the exploding or vanishing gradients problem, the long-short term 

memory (LSTM) RNNs has been designed. 

 

Figure 3. LSTM Memory Cell 

RNN model is organized in cells which include several operations. LSTM has an internal 

state variable, which is passed from one cell to another and modified by Operation Gates 

[18]. The information flow in LSTM networks is controlled by three gates (f, i, o) [8]: 

Forget Gate 

It is a sigmoid layer that takes the output at t-1 and the current input at time t and concatenates 

them into a single tensor and applies a linear transformation followed by a sigmoid. Because 

of the sigmoid, the output of this gate is between 0 and 1. This number is multiplied with the 

internal state and that is why the gate is called a forget gate. If ft=0 then the previous internal 

state is completely forgotten, while if ft=1 it will be passed through unaltered. 

 

Input Gate 

  (2.4) 

 
 

(2.3) 
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The input gate takes the previous output and the new input and passes them through another 

sigmoid layer. This gate returns a value between 0 and 1. The value of the input gate is 

multiplied with the output of the candidate layer. 

  (2.5) 

This layer applies a hyperbolic tangent to the mix of input and previous output, returning a 

candidate vector to be added to the internal state. 

The internal state is updated with this rule: 

  (2.6) 

The previous state is multiplied by the forget gate and then added to the fraction of the new 

candidate allowed by the output gate. 

Output Gate 

It controls how much of the internal state is passed to the output and it works in a similar 

way to the other gates. 

In most of the real-world problems, it is hard to find the labelled data for supervised learning. 

In that case deep learning models can also be trained in unsupervised way. In case of anomaly 

detection problem, the anomalies are generally very rare as compared to normal records. In 

such case as well directly applying supervised learning, might not perform well because of 

class imbalance. The unsupervised methods such as Autoencoders can be used for such cases.  

Autoencoders consist of one input layer, one or more hidden layer and one output layer. 

Generally, they have less units in their hidden layers compared to the input or output layers. 

The units in inputs and outputs layers of autoencoder is always same. They can be used for 

as unsupervised for anomaly detection problem. An autoencoder has two phases which are 

encoding and decoding. In encoding, it takes the given input and tries to express the input 

with lesser units than the input units by using its hidden layer(s). In decoding layer, an 

autoencoder tries to reconstruct the given input with using the encoded information in its 

hidden layer(s) [19]. 

  

 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 
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Figure 4. Basic Autoencoder  

 

The LSTM has 3D input shape. The input vector comprises of samples, time steps, and 

features with the shape: num_samples, num_timesteps, and num_features respectively. 

 
Figure 5. Input shape for LSTM RNN 

The num_samples are the number of data rows. The num_timesteps are the past observation 

for the feature, i.e., a lag variable. The num_features are the total attributes or columns [20]. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Data Collection 

The user behavior modeling and evaluation is performed in the CERT insider threat dataset. 

The CERT Division, in partnership with ExactData, LLC, and under sponsorship from 

DARPA I2O, has generated a collection of synthetic insider threat test datasets. These 

datasets provide both synthetic background data and data from synthetic malicious actors 

[21]. Basically, there are five types of raw activity data or events inside the dataset. They are 

listed below with some sample events: 

1. device: contains events related to device access 

 
2. http: contains url visited by each employee 

 
3. logon: has records the logon and logoff activities by each employee 

 
4. email: contains information about email transactions between employee 

 
5. file: contains information about file access made by employees. 
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Following is the statistics of data in CERT v4.2 dataset. 

Table 1. Data Statistics 

Event Type Count 

Device  405,381 

Email  2,629,980 

File  445,582 

HTTP  28,434,424 

Logon  854,860 

Total Events 32,770,227 

Total Threat Events 7,323 

No of Users 1000 

No of Days 502 

 

3.2 Threat Scenarios 

The CERT dataset consists users and their daily activities within an organization over the 

period of almost one and half year. As in real where the threat events are usually rare, the 

dataset also has very few threat events. There are three different use cases in the CERT v4.2 

dataset [21]. If the model recognizes the sequence of such activities, the anomaly will be 

detected. 

The insider threat cases are as follows: 
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Table 2. Insider threat scenarios 

Threat 

Scenarios 

Description 

1 User who did not previously use removable drives or who has not worked 

after hour, now begins logging in after hour. He/she use removable drives and 

upload the files to the hacking or cloudstorage such as wikileaks.org. The user 

leaves the organization thereafter. 

2 The user begins surfing job websites and soliciting employment from a 

competitor. Such activities were not performed earlier. Before leaving the 

company, they use a thumb drive (at remarkably higher rates than their 

previous activity) to steal data. 

 

3 System administrator (who has access to multiple resources/computers) 

becomes disgruntled. He/she downloads a keylogger and uses a thumb drive 

to transfer it to his supervisor's machine. The next day, he uses the collected 

keylogs to log in as his supervisor and send out an alarming mass email, 

causing panic in the organization. He/she leaves the organization 

immediately. 
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3.3 Architecture for user behavior modeling and anomaly detection 

  
Figure 6. Architecture for user behavior modeling and anomaly detection 

The CERT Dataset contains 5 log files (each log file contains raw events) which describe a 

particular kind of activity for all users. Over the course of almost 500 days, 1000 users 

generate 32,770,227 events (log lines). Among these there some events manually injected by 

domain experts, representing three insider threat scenarios taking place. Additionally, user 

attribute metadata, such as role, project, functional unit, department, team and supervisor, is 

included [8]. To train and test the method, the dataset will be chronologically divided into 

three subsets: training, validation and testing. The training subset will be used for model 

selection and hyper-parameter tuning, while the testing subset will be held out for assessing 

generalization performance.  

3.4 Feature Selection 

The data provided are just the raw events or activities. The major challenge of anomaly 

detection is the feature engineering, i.e. how to extract features and use them for the ML 

model so that model can learn the behavior of each user. Most of the papers (e.g. [2], [4], [7], 
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[22]) has taken the fixed time window and aggregate each user’s activities occurring within 

the time window to prepare the feature vector. Taking fixed time window for feature vector 

preparation has sometimes potential to miss anomalous pattern. In short time window, 

anomalous pattern might be split. Long time window, becomes too much generic. One 

solution could be instead of taking fixed time window, we can take user’s session. 

3.4.1 Event Aggregation 

The Event aggregator combines the events come from different sources, such as: http events, 

file events, email events, logon events and device events into a common data format in 

addition to time-ordering them. 

 

Figure 7. Event Aggregation 

3.4.2 Feature Extraction 

1. Session Calculation  

In this research session based feature selection is performed. The user session is defined as 

the activities performed by the user within logon--logoff duration. So, the session duration is 

not fixed i.e. variable. In the dataset information, it has been mentioned that, the logon 

activity precedes the other activities.  

The user session is defined as time interval between, login to his/her assigned pc and logoff 

to the same pc. Three things are extracted as a user session from Logon Events: 

1. Start_ts: Logon time in assigned pc  
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2. End_ts: Logoff time  

3. User: The corresponding user. 

Once each user’s sessions are extracted, the other events belonging in between the start_ts 

and end_ts of the corresponding user are included within that window. From there features 

are calculated. For example, the session for user NGF0157 is as below: 

 
Figure 8. Example of a session 

 
Figure 9. Example of activities belonging to a session 

2. Feature Extraction  

Since data provided is raw events, so there is not exact rule about how many features to 

construct from each log sources. The no. of features taken varies in different research works. 

Feature selection also depends on the use case. There can be two types of features; Numerical 

and Categorical user attributes. In this research work, numerical selection is done according 

to the information provided in readme.txt file of dataset and by taking reference of some the 

research works: [2] [22], [23] and [24]. The numerical features are calculated by aggregating 

the occurrence of each events within the session. 

The table below shows the features extracted from each event source: 
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Table 3. Numerical features 

Domain Features 

Session (logon-

logoff) 

start_ts, end_ts, user 

Logon activity #logon_on_own_pc_normal, #logon_on_other_pc_normal, 

#logon_on_own_pc_off_hour, #logon_on_other_pc_off_hour, 

#logon_hour, #day_of_a_week 

Device activity #device_connects_on_own_pc_normal_hour, 

#device_connects_on_other_pc_normal_hour, 

#device_connects_on_own_pc_off_hour, 

#device_connects_on_other_pc_off_hour 

File activity #documents_copy_own_pc, #documents_copy_other_pc, 

#exe_files_copy_own_pc, #exe_files_copy_other_pc, 

#documents_copy_own_pc_off_hour, 

#documents_copy_other_pc_off_hour, 

#exe_files_copy_own_pc_off_hour, 

#exe_files_copy_other_pc_off_hour 

HTTP activity #neutral_sites, #job_search, #hacking_sites, #neutral_sites_off_hour, 

#job_search_off_hour, #hacking_sites_off_hour 

Email activity #total_emails, #int_to_int_mails, #int_to_out_mails, 

#out_to_int_mails, #out_to_out_mails, #internal_recipients, 

#external_recipients, #distinct_bcc, #mails_with_attachments, 

#after_hour_mails 
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Table 4. Categorical features 

Categorical Features 
User Roles Psychometric 
User O 
Role C 
Functional Unit E 
Department A 
business unit N 

3.4.3 Enrichment  

When features are extracted for each user, each user is enriched by user attribute metadata 

e.g. user role, project, functional unit, department etc. This information is also important 

while modeling user’s behavior since employee’s behavior also depends on the roles and 

responsibilities. 

3.4.4 Feature vector generation 

After feature selection, for each user u, for each session time t, the feature vector is: 

 

Figure 10. An example of feature vector 

3.4.5. Data Normalization 

The data for each user for machine learning are normalized to a range [0,1] using min max 

scaling.  

For each feature xi for each user in the dataset, the features are normalized as: 

 xi = (3*4 3* 567)
(3*4 3* 589)

  (3.1) 
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3.5 Unsupervised LSTM RNN Model  

LSTM RNN model has been widely used for temporal data analysis because they have the 

capability to understand sequential dependencies. In the behavioral analytics as well, 

there exists pattern of activities of a user or employee within an organization.   

Since we have very few anomaly data in the dataset, we don’t use anomaly data in the 

training and validation phase. The model is trained on normal sequences i.e. model 

learns the normal behavior of the users. During the training phase, input is 

reconstructed in the output, so reconstruction error is minimized. In the testing phase, 

the positive as well as negative scenarios are fed to the network. For the unseen 

anomaly data, the network should produce high reconstruction error. 

A user usually has multiple attributes; and RNN model will be constructed for each user. We 

have input sequence {Xt}u , where u = {u1,u2,……….,un}, are total users. At time t, for a user 

u, the input sequence is: Xt={xt
1 , xt

2 , xt
3 , …………., xt

n}. Where n is the number of features 

in the dataset. 

For each Xt, the framework for the generic RNN for the ith column of Xt is given as 

follows [25]:  

Where hti  is the state vector and xti is the input vector. The ƒ is relu function which is 

defined as: 

The LSTM network implemented is autoencoder model which has encoder and decoder 

section.  The output of encoder block for each Xt is defined as: 

 hti = ;ƒen(xti , h(t−1)i
)    (3.4) 

 hti   = ƒ(W xti+ Rh(t−1)i
)  (3.2) 

 ƒ(<) = 	max	(0, <) (3.3) 
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Now the hti is the input to the decoder block of the network. The Output of the decoder is 

defined as: 

Now the reconstructed output of the corresponding input xt is: 

After the reconstructed input is retrieved, the mean squared error is calculated to update 

encoder-decoder parameters of the LSTM model. The formula for the mean squared error 

is: 

In Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) RNN architecture (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 

1997), the hidden state ht at time t is a function of a long-term memory cell, ct . The output 

of hidden depends on the input sequence and cell states as follows [2] [25]: 

3.6 Anomaly Detection 

The LSTM network is trained in the normal data, so the model learns normal behavior of the 

users. In the testing phase both normal as well as anomaly sequences are fed to the network. 

Since, the network has learned normal pattern, it should produce low reconstruction error in 

normal data and high reconstruction error in abnormal patterns. The reconstruction error is 

calculated for each input sequence of the test data. A threshold θ, is defined to separate 

normal and anomaly sequence. The threshold value θ is defined as, 

Where β is some constant and ei is the reconstruction error for ith sequence.  

 <ti = ;(ℎti )  (3.5) 

 ℎti = ;dec(ℎti , ℎ(t-1)i )    (3.5) 

 MSE = 	 <ti − 	<E*	F*
*+,

G
  

 
(3.6) 

 

 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

 θ  =  β*mean(e0, e1, e2 …. en) (3.13) 
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The predicted class is defined as below: 

3.7 Evaluation 

3.7.1 Confusion Matrix 

The confusion matrix is used for the validation and performance evaluation of Model. It 

gives matrix as output which describes complete performance of the model. 

Table 5. Confusion matrix for anomaly detection 

 Predicted Class 
Normal(Negative) Anomaly(Positive) 

Actual 

Class 

Normal(Negative) TN FP 
Anomaly(Positive) FN TP 

 
To compute the performance of ML algorithm we need to know the four terms [26]:  

1. True Positives(TP): The positive instances are correctly classified by the learning 

algorithm 

2. True Negatives(TN): The negative instances are correctly classified by the learning 

algorithm 

3. False positives(FP): The negative instances are misclassified as positive by the learning 

algorithm 

4. False Negatives(FN): The positive instances are misclassified as negative by the learning 

algorithm 

From the confusion matrix, we can compute following metrics [8]:  

1. True Positive Rate, TPR (also called Recall): Ratio of the anomaly instances correctly 

detected by the proposed method to all anomaly instances. 

2. False Positive Rate (FPR): Ratio of misclassified normal instances to all normal 

instances. 

 Predicted Class = Anomaly L;	M > 	O			
PQRSTU MUVM  (3.14) 

 TPR = TP / (TP +FN) (3.15) 

 FPR = FP / (TN +FP) (3.16) 
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3. Precision: Ratio of the anomaly instances correctly detected to all anomaly instances 

detected. 

4. Accuracy: Ratio of the instances correctly classified to all instances. 

5. F1 Score or F Measure: F1-scores is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. 

6. True Negative Rate (TNR): Ratio of actual negatives that are correctly identified as 

negatives.  

 

The objective of the anomaly detection is to increase TPR and decrease FPR, maintaining 

the good accuracy value. 

3.7.2 Receiver Operating Characteristic(ROC) Curve 

ROC curve represents the relation between the true positive rate and the false positive rate of 

a retrieval algorithm for each parameter value in one plot. The quality of a ROC curve is 

often summarized using the area under the curve (AUC). Higher the value of AUC scores 

better is the classification. A perfect classification has an area of 1.00 [25]. 

 

Figure 11. Illustration of ROC curve       

 Precision = TP / (TP +FP) (3.17) 

 Accuracy = (TP + TN) / (TP +FP +FN + TN) (3.18) 

 F1-Score = 2*(precision*recall) / (precision + recall) (3.19) 

 TNR = TN / (TN+FP) (3.20) 
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3.8 Tools, Programming Language and Libraries 

The following tools and programming language are used for this research work:  

• Microsoft Excel  

• Sublime Text  

• Python Programming  

• Tensorflow 

• Keras 

• Matplotlib 
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

4.1 Data Statistics 

In the dataset CERTv4.2, over the course of almost 500 days, 1000 users generate 32,770,227 

events (log lines). Among these raw events, 7320 of the events belong to anomaly. The data 

are processed from which 341794 feature vectors are constructed.  

The first figure below shows the no of raw events analyzed vs no. of feature vectors 

constructed (sequences). The second figure shows no. of normal sequences vs no. of anomaly 

sequences. 

 

Figure 9. No of raw events analyzed vs no. of feature vectors constructed 

         
Figure 12. No of normal vs anomaly sequences 

The following figure shows no. of anomalies belonging to each threat scenarios out of the 

total anomalies. 
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Figure 13. No. of instances in each threat scenarios 

 
Each user’s feature vectors are divided chronologically with time ordering into training, 

validation and testing in the ration of 70%, 10% and 20%.  

 
Figure 14. No of records in training, validation and testing 

4.2 Experimental Results 

4.2.1 Model Training and validation 

The model was trained with training set (70% of total instances) and validated with validation 

set (10% of total instances). Following sections describe further details about the training 

phase. 
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1) Model summary  
 
The input dimension and output dimension of autoencoder network is same. The total no. 

of features used is 44. 

 
Figure 15. Model Summary 

Note: In the above figure batch size is none, this is because batch size can be variable. 

The model was trained with batch_size of 256, l2 regularization, learning rate: 0.0001, 

activation function: ReLU and Optimizer: Adam.  

 
2) Model Loss 

During the training phase, we pass the input sequence to the network and encoder encodes 

the information. Then decoder tries to reconstruct original information. To find difference 

between input sequence and output sequence, the “mean squared error” is calculated which 

is loss function. The loss is minimized during the training. In the basis of loss value the 

weights are updated in back-propagation. The loss should be minimized in the subsequent 

iterations. The following figure shows training and validation loss in each epoch. 
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Figure 16. Train and validation loss during the training 

3) Model training time 

The model ran up to 95 epochs, and it was stopped when there is not significant difference 

in the validation loss value between successive iterations. Table below shows information 

about environment and training time 

Table 6. Model Training Time 
Environment Training Time 

macOS (cores 2, 8GB RAM) Approx. 70 min 

	 	  

4.2.2 Model Evaluation  

After model is trained we need to access effectiveness and performance of the model on test 

data. 20 % of the data are used for the testing purpose. 

The model is trained in the normal data (or sequence), so the network learns normal behavior 

during training phase. The test data are actually labelled data; however, label is not sent to 

the model. The test data contain both normal as well as anomaly scenarios. Since model is 

trained in normal data, the model is expected to produce less error for normal data when we 

pass it through the model. For the anomaly data (which are unseen), the model is expected to 

produce high reconstruction error.  
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1) Choosing right threshold for classification 

When reconstruction error is produced for each test data, the records are classified based on 

the reconstruction error. The sequences with reconstruction error greater than threshold value 

is classified as Anomaly sequence otherwise they are classified as normal. To choose right 

threshold value, TPR and TNR are plotted. The meeting point of these two curves is taken as 

a threshold value which produces high true positive and high true negatives.  

  

Figure 17. Choosing threshold value 
 

2) Confusion Matrix 

Table 7. Confusion Matrix 

 

 

 

 

  Predicted 

  Normal Anomaly 

A
ctual 

Normal 56035 6412 

Anomaly 94 899 
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From the confusion matrix, following performance parameters are calculated: 

Table 8. Accuracy, TPR, FPR and TNR 

  

 

 

The following chart shows graphical representation of Accuracy, TPR, FPR and TNR. 

 
Figure 18. Accuracy, TPR, FPR and TNR 

At different threshold values, the performance parameters can vary. Following curve shows 

variation in performance parameters at different threshold values. 
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Figure 19. Accuracy, Recall and FPR at different threshold values 

3) ROC Plot 

The curve below represents the relation between the TPR and the FPR of the algorithm for 

each parameter value in one plot. The quality of a ROC curve is often summarized using the 

area under the curve (AUC). Higher the value of AUC scores better is the classification. 

 

Figure 20. ROC Curve 
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4) Detection rate according to the anomaly scenarios 

The following table shows the detection rate (percentage) according to the threat scenarios. 

Among the three scenarios the use case 1 has highest detection percentage.   

Table 9. Detection rate according to use cases (threat scenarios) 

Scenario Total Instances Correctly Classified Detection Percentage 
Use Case 1 69 67 97.1% 
Use Case 2 875 788 90.06% 
Use Case 3 49 44 89.8% 

 

 
Figure 21. Detection rate according to threat scenarios 

 

5) Experiment with different timesteps 

No. of timesteps define how much past information to look back while producing current 

output. It defines how much information to hold in the memory. Following chart shows 

TRP and FPR at different timesteps. 
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Figure 22. TPR and FPR with different timesteps 

 

6) Experiment with Different learning rates 

Learning rate define how fast weights change in the neural network. At varying learning 

rates, the Model Loss is plotted as shown below:  

   
lr = 0.01 

 
lr = 0.001 lr = 0.0001 

Figure 23. Model loss at different learning rates 
 

4.3 Analysis of the results 

In this thesis work the LSTM Autoencoder; a semi-supervised deep learning approach has 

been implemented for user behavior profiling and anomaly detection. Looking at the CERT 

dataset, it is very unbalanced.  Out of the total data, 97.7% are normal instances and only 

0.03% are anomalous. The anomalies are extremely rare. So, the model is trained and 

validated only on normal instances. One challenge in the Autoencoder model is to find 

threshold for classifying the instances into anomaly and normal classes. Since, we want 

model to predict normal as normal and anomaly as anomaly, the meeting point of TNR and 

TPR is taken as the threshold value. The experimental results on test data shows that accuracy 
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of 89.74%, TPR 90.53% and FPR 10.26%. The main objective of anomaly detection is to 

increase TPR and decrease FPR. Since, anomaly data are very rare, we don’t want to miss 

them.  However, it was found that while increasing detection rate for positives cases, false 

positives are also increased.  

There are three anomaly scenarios in the dataset. The detection percentage for Scenario 

1(97.1%) is higher than Scenario 2 (90.06%) and Scenario (89.8%). This might be due to 

some field’s value are more unique for Scenario 1.  

Model performance was also evaluated by changing timesteps and learning rates. On 

increasing timesteps, true positives rate was found to be increased however false positives 

are also increased. On higher learning rates (0.01, 0.001) model stopped training more 

quickly and it didn’t get converged. On too low learning rate (0.00001) model converge too 

slow. On moderate learning rate 0.0001, the results are found good. 

After the classification of test data, some of the sequences are analyzed manually, to verify 

the results. In the following table, some of the cases for true positive, false positive and true 

negative have been listed.  
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{"MCF0600":{"logon_on_own_pc_normal":0,"log
on_on_own_pc_off_hour":1,"logon_on_other_pc_
off_hour":0,"logon_hour":23,"day_of_a_week":0,"
device_connects_on_own_pc":0,"device_connects_
on_other_pc":0,"device_connects_on_own_pc_off
_hour":1,"device_connects_on_other_pc_off_hour"
:0,"documents_copy_own_pc":0,"exe_files_copy_
own_pc":0,"exe_files_copy_other_pc":0,"documen
ts_copy_other_pc_off_hour":0,"exe_files_copy_ow
n_pc_off_hour":1,"neutral_sites":0,"job_search":0,
"hacking_sites":0,"neutral_sites_off_hour":1,"hack
ing_sites_off_hour":1,"total_emails":0,"int_to_int_
mails":0,"int_to_out_mails":0,"out_to_int_mails":0
,"out_to_out_mails":0,"external_recipients":0,"mail
s_with_attachments":0,"role":"ProductionLineWor
ker”,…..}} 
{"CCL0068":{"logon_on_own_pc_normal":1,"lo
gon_on_own_pc_off_hour":0,"logon_on_other_p
c_off_hour":0,"logon_hour":8,"day_of_a_week":
0,"device_connects_on_own_pc":2,"device_conn
ects_on_other_pc":0,"device_connects_on_own_p
c_off_hour":0,"device_connects_on_other_pc_off
_hour":0,"exe_files_copy_own_pc":0,"exe_files_
copy_other_pc":0,"exe_files_copy_own_pc_off_h
our":0,"neutral_sites":62,"job_search":38,"hackin
g_sites":0,"neutral_sites_off_hour":0,"hacking_sit
es_off_hour":0,"total_emails":9,"int_to_int_mails
":5,"int_to_out_mails":0,"out_to_int_mails":0,"ou
t_to_out_mails":4,"internal_recipients":8,"externa
l_recipients":6,"mails_with_attachments":2,…..}} 

{"BSS0369":{"logon_on_own_pc_normal":1,"log
on_on_own_pc_off_hour":0,"logon_on_other_pc
_off_hour":1,"logon_hour":7,"day_of_a_week":3,
"device_connects_on_own_pc":7,"device_connec
ts_on_other_pc":0,"device_connects_on_own_pc
_off_hour":0,"device_connects_on_other_pc_off_
hour":0,"documents_copy_own_pc":2,"exe_files_
copy_own_pc":1,"exe_files_copy_other_pc":0,"d
ocuments_copy_other_pc_off_hour":0,"exe_files
_copy_other_pc_off_hour":1,"neutral_sites":84,"j
ob_search":0,"hacking_sites":1,"neutral_sites_off
_hour":0,"hacking_sites_off_hour":0,"total_email
s":12,"int_to_int_mails":10,"int_to_out_mails":2,
"out_to_int_mails":0,"out_to_out_mails":1,"inter
nal_recipients":14,"external_recipients":6,"distinc
t_bcc":2,"mails_with_attachments":0,"after_hour

 Table 10. Result Analysis 

SN Sequence Use 
Case 

Actual 
class 

Predicted 
Class 

Explanation 

1  1 Anomaly Anomaly The user 
logged after 
hour, he 
connects 
external 
device and 
he/she visits 
the hacking 
site. 

2  

 

 

 

 

  

2 Anomaly Anomaly The user is 
visiting job 
hunting sites 
and using 
usb drives at 
higher rates. 

3  

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 Anomaly Anomaly The IT 
Admin has 
logged on to 
other pc after 
hour and 
he/she has 
connected 
usb and 
copied files. 
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Note: Some of the feature are not shown in above table to save the table space. 

  

4 

 

1 Anomaly Normal The user is 
logged on 
after hour 
and has 
connected 
the device. 
However, the 
model is not 
able to detect 
the anomaly. 

5 

 

- Normal Anomaly Normal 
sequence is 
misclassified 
as anomaly. 

{"CAH0936":{"logon_on_own_pc_normal
":0,"logon_on_own_pc_off_hour":1,"logon
_on_other_pc_off_hour":0,"logon_hour":4,
"day_of_a_week":2,"device_connects_on_
own_pc":0,"device_connects_on_other_pc"
:0,"device_connects_on_own_pc_off_hour"
:1,"device_connects_on_other_pc_off_hour
":0,"documents_copy_own_pc":0,"exe_file
s_copy_own_pc":0,"exe_files_copy_other_
pc":0,"documents_copy_other_pc_off_hour
":0,"exe_files_copy_own_pc_off_hour":0,"
neutral_sites":0,"job_search":0,"hacking_sit
es":0,"neutral_sites_off_hour":13,"hacking
_sites_off_hour":1,"total_emails":0,"int_to_
int_mails":0,"int_to_out_mails":0,"out_to_i
nt_mails":0,"out_to_out_mails":0,"internal_
recipients":0,"external_recipients":0,"distin
ct_bcc":0,"mails_with_attachments":0,"afte
r_hour_mails":0,"role":"ComputerScientist"
... 
 

{"HPH0075":{"logon_on_own_pc_normal":
1,"logon_on_own_pc_off_hour":1,"logon_on
_other_pc_off_hour":0,"logon_hour":7,"day_
of_a_week":5,"device_connects_on_own_pc
":6,"device_connects_on_other_pc":0,"devic
e_connects_on_own_pc_off_hour":1,"device
_connects_on_other_pc_off_hour":0,"docum
ents_copy_own_pc":20,"exe_files_copy_own
_pc":0,"exe_files_copy_other_pc":0,"docume
nts_copy_other_pc_off_hour":0,"exe_files_c
opy_own_pc_off_hour":0,"neutral_sites":173
,"job_search":0,"hacking_sites":0,"neutral_sit
es_off_hour":7,"hacking_sites_off_hour":0,"t
otal_emails":19,"int_to_int_mails":8,"int_to_
out_mails":1,"out_to_int_mails":0,"out_to_o
ut_mails":11,"internal_recipients":13,"extern
al_recipients":19,"distinct_bcc":2,"mails_wit
h_attachments":8,"after_hour_mails":0,"role"
:"MechanicalEngineer"... 
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4.4 Comparison with other research 

Following table shows comparison of results with results on two papers done in the same 

dataset.  

Table 11. Comparison Table 
 

SN Paper Model Accuracy TPR FPR 

2 [10] Distance Measurement N/A 80 N/A 

3 [23] DBN-OCSVM 87.79 81.04 12.18 

4 Proposed LSTM Autoencoder 89.74 90.53 10.26 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

5.1 Conclusions  

This thesis work presents a method to collect, process and analyze raw events for behavioral 

analytics and anomaly detection. It also suggests a method for key information extraction 

from the huge details of raw events, and prepare the feature vectors for ML. The CERTv4.2 

dataset has been used for the research work. The dataset has very rare anomaly records and 

a huge number of normal records. Since anomalies are very rare, they are only used in the 

testing phase. The model was trained to learn normal behavior of users. For this, the 

unsupervised approach; LSTM Autoencoder has been implemented. The mean squared error 

between input and output is minimized during the training phase. During the testing phase, 

the model is expected to produce low MSE for normal behavior and high MSE for anomalous 

behavior. Each test data is fed to the network and calculated the reconstruction error. And 

the test data are labelled as normal or anomaly based on the reconstruction error. The 

predicted class and actual class of test data are recorded to the confusion matrix. The model 

performance is evaluated based on different metrics. The evaluation result in testing data 

shows that the model has True Positives 90.53%, False Positive 10.26% and Accuracy 

89.74%. The objective of anomaly detection is to increase true positives and decrease false 

positive rate. However, it was found that while increasing true positives, false positives are 

also increased and accuracy decreased. The performance parameters; true positive rate, false 

positive rates and accuracy etc. can be controlled by choice of threshold value of 

classification. We can relate choice of threshold value with the analyst’s time and budget to 

search for the anomaly. If the analyst has limited time or budget, he/she will set a threshold 

high and look for top activities where false positives are minimum.  

5.2 Future Enhancements 

While doing this thesis work, a lot of effort have also been spent in feature engineering. 

While extracting features from raw data, sometimes some key information can be missed. 

So, future enhancement could be applying deep learning algorithm in each log lines so that 

burden of feature engineering will be reduced and model itself learns the features that are 

necessary for profiling the behavioral pattern.   
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